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THE plans for India's industrial expansion envisage
manifold increase in all branches of engineering
industries with a concomrnittant increase in the

production and consumption of all quality of coals.
Although India has fairly large reserves of inferior

grades of coals, her resources of coking coals, including
the washable reserves, are by no means plentiful. To
meet the demand of increasing production of steel
for the successive Five Year l?labs, the consumption
of coking coal will he stepped up inauy tines. This
will result in even a quicker rate of depletion of
the dwindling reserves of cobing Coals. There can,
therefore, be no difference of opinion about the need
for restricting the use of metallurgical coals for coking
purpose alone and for the adoption of suitable means
for the beneficiation of the high ash coals.

The installation of the coal washing plants, both
in the private as well as public sectors, and the
projects of erecting more wash€ries are concrete steps
towards this objective, but much still remains to be
done, and it has to be admitted that the magnitude
of the problem has not yet been fully realised.

Elaborate techniques in ti preparation of the
coking coal mixture by selective crushing, blending,
addition of oil, etc. are becoming more and more a
common feature in all countries where the shortage
of coking coal is being felt more acutely. Serious
attention is now being given to such improved methods
of coal preparation even in countries like the United
States' and U.S.S.R2. in spite of the high quality of
the bulk of their coking coal reserves. It has boon
shown by statistical data collected over years that
considerable improvement can he effected in the
strength of the coke by judicious preparation of the
coking mixture.

This improvement in the coke quality contributes not
only to better performance of the blast furnace but
results in an increase in the yield of usable coke,
both these factors leading ultimately to an overall
economy in the use of coke in the blast frunaccs.

Since shout three-fourth of the fuel consumed
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in the manufacture of iron :urd steel is in the
form of coke and SO per cent of the total hard
coke is produced in the steel works for use in
their own blast furnaces, the iron and steel industry
in India has a special responsibility in this regard.

In spite of great advanceinunt that has been made
in the coking industries and research organisation in
some countries abroad, the fundamental principles
involved in blending of coal are not yet fully
understood.

It is however clear that the inherent heterogeneity
in coals which persists even after washing, demands
a thorough admixture of their different petrographic
and associated mineral constituents before they are
subjected to the process of carbonisation with the
objective of producing hard and strong coke. The
situation becomes all the more aggravated when
a number of different coals are used for coking
and especially when substandard grades of coals
have to be utilized.

Investigation carried out in the Central Fuel
Ileseareh institute and the C.B.C.R. Sub-Committee,
Jamshedpur have shown that the Indian coals are
in some respects basically different from coals of
other countries and the approach to the technique
of coal In•eparatiou in India has, therefore, to be
different froni that. developed abroad. In this paper,
the results of such studies have been discussed
and suggestions offered for adopting specific systems
of coal preparation suitable for lid inn coals show-
ing at the sane time the extent of economy which
may accrue in the consumption of- coal from
implcnuntation of the findings of the Research
Instil ut io)ns.

Heterogeneity of coal

Coal is a hetcroger► eous mixture t,i .^c^er.cl 'ii.screte
pctrog rapliie constituents commonly known as durain,
vitrain, cla.rain and fusain as well as a number
of inorganic minerals. They all possess characteristic
chemical and physical properties, and the relative
proportions of these constituents often widely vary
even for coals of the same rank from the same
seam. The "dulls" or the durainous constituents
of coals are the hardest and show the least caking,
swelling and fluid properties. The fusainous part
is the softest and is absolutely inert. Besides this,
a coal always has varying proportions of compara-
tively hard extraneous and inherent inert matter
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forming ash on combustion. The more common
petrographic constituents of coals are shown in the
Fig. 1 and 2.

Fig. I.

Photomicrograph showing dark grey , nearly black elongated
bodies of micro -spores ( exinite ) in a ground mass of grey
vitrinite . Small bodies of white micrinite showing high
reflectance are also seen . Vitrinite and exinite meet during
coking process and provide the `fluid " or the cementing
medium necessary for the production of coke . X 375, oil
immersion.

Fig. 2.

Photomicrograph showing gradual transition from vitrinite
(grey ) through semi -fusinite to fusinite characterised by
increased reflective power and more marked cell structure,
Fusinite , semi-fusinite and micrinite remain inert to coking
process but if dispersed properly through the coking charge
they act as ballast and impart strength to the coke as
stone-chips do in cement concrete , X 375, oil immersion.

The separation of the different petrographic consti-
tuents of coal by hand picking is impossible.
When floated in liquids of increasing specific
gravities, a rough gradation of the coal is possible
into purer vitrain and clarain of lower ash and
into higher ash fractions containing gradually in-
creasing proportions of durains, fusains and shaly
impurities.

TABLE I

Properties of different specific gravity fractions
of a coal

Sp. G r. Ash C. 1.
(Gieseler Tests)

Max. fluidity
dial div./min.

1.30 6.2 24 6,400
1.30-1.35 11.9 23 2,000
1.35-1.40 16.9 20 706
1.40-1.50 23.5 18 118
1.50-1.60 30.3 14 3
1.60-1.70 38.9 12 1
1.10-1.80 46.7 9 0.7

1.80 66.7 7 No fusion

Table I shows the caking and fluid properties of
the washed fractions of different coals as determined
by B.S. caking index, and Gieseler plastometer tests.
It may be seen that there is a progressive lower-
ing in the caking and fluid properties with an
increase in the percentage of ash, i.e. decrease in
the contents of purer "brights" of the coal. There
is marked difference in the properties of the lightest
and the heaviest materials.

The grindability tests (Nardgrove Index) of diffe-
rent specific gravity fractions of coals from various
sources have showna that the index is generally
the highest at the lowest specific gravity fraction (i.e.
for the "bright") and gradually decreases in the higher
gravity fractions.

Need of fine crushing

When subjected to a process of crushing in conven-
tional mills as in normal coke oven operation, the
"brights" of the coal (vitrains and clarains) which
are more easily breakable get crushed to a greater
degree of fineness than the durainous "dulls" and
associated impurities which are the hardest. This
will be evident from Table II which shows the distri-
bution of the various petrographic constituents in
the different screened fractions of a crushed coal.
The caking, swelling and plastic properties and the
grindability of these fractions as given in Table II
are found to be progressively higher for the finer
fractions which contain larger proportions of the coal
"brights". Figs. 3 and 4 show the nature of distribu-
tion of the different petrographic constituents of coal
in the coarsest and finest fractions.

3 Ghosal , A. and et al ""Grindability of Indian Coals". The
Institute of Fuel, Vol. XXXI No. 205, Feb ., 1958 p 50-55.
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'FABLE II

Properties of screened fraetion..a W' a ern-shed cool

Fraction
Petrographic constitution

Brights Dulls Ash %
Caking index

B.S.
Gieseler test

max . fluidity

Sheffield coking
test gross
expan-

Grindability
hard-grove

index

74.1 25.9 18.6 17 :"il l 6'7 61)
f

4
x-t

x
n

; 76-6 2:3.4 16.5 151 i'000 l 14.5 fil
7 ti•9 21.1 13.9 21 I,(141 ► 224 fit

1!„"-:36 mesh 1941 22 2, 5411 .S 7s

Fig. :.

Photomicrograph showing concentration of vitrinite (grey)
over inertinite (white bodies having higher reflectance
consisting of fusinite, semi-fusinite, micrinite, etc.) in the
finer size fraction (minus 36 mesh B.S.) of a crushed and
screened coal. It is because of the concentration of vitri-
nite (brights) that the caking, swelling and plastic properties are
more marked in the finer screen fractions. X 200, oil immersion.

'T'horough dispersal of the mineral matter and of
the poorer caking, less fluid, dull constituents of the
coal throughout the entire mass of coal used for coking
is essential for the production of hard and strong
coke. l)ue to the concentration of the harder and
comparatively inert constituents in the larger sires,
carbonisation of coarsely crushed coals often results
in coke of an uneven texture and the comparatively
large pieces of durain and shales retrain in an unfnsed
state forming nuclei of fissures and fractures which
weaken the mechanical strength of the cokes.

On the other hand, too fine grinding of the coal
^,brights" is also undesirable. 'I'lie inerts of the coal
should not also remain in the coking mixture as fine
dust which enormously increases the surface area in
the coal charge causing undue absorption of the
binding material of the coal. Total fine grinding
also lowers the bulk density and produces the
undesirable "bug dust".

'I'll(- gradual improvouient in all the physical properties

Fig. 4.

Photomicrograph showing concentration of inertinite over
vitrinite in the coarser size (3 ' - 2") of the same coal as
stated in Fig. 3. The coke-making properties are much
less marked in such a case. X 200, oil immersion.

of coke by finer vruslutig of a typical Jharia coking
coal will be evident front Fitr. 5.

When a mixture of different dials is used for
coking, the lack of homogeneity in the crushed coal
becomes aggravated due to the different hardness of
the ctutl cortstitueuts. Studies in this Institute have
shown ► that the coals whose volatile matter lies
betwtecn 20 and 39 per cent (d.ni.f.) are the easiest
to grind and coals of volatile matter 35 per cent
and above are the most difficult to grind. This is
also evident from the screen analyses „f coals A, B
and Cv crushed in a hanttncr trill as shown in
Fig. 6.

TABLE III

Screen ana lysis of a coke omen coal rnaxture

Range of fraction by wt.
Year

Over Between 2"- " Between
1 - Tn Below

1. 1.9- 3.5 9.6--26-9 14'5-21.5 44.2-72.3
2. 2-3-12-1 9.6-19.8 10-6-27.6 54-7-72-2
3. 0.3- 4.3 9.3-141 17-19.1 65.4-72.8
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Fig. 6.

Table III shows the range of size distribution of
the coking coal mixtures of a steelworks for three
years pertaining to the periods when 100 per cent
of unwashed coals varying in volatile matter from
22 to 29 per cent procured from 20 to 25 different
sources was being used.

It may be seen that mainly due to the differ-
ence in the crushing characteristics of the different
coals, the desired fineness of about 80 per cent through

in. could not be maintained during these periods.
The percentage of material above E" in the crushed
coal roughly ranged between 14 and 20 and was
often higher. The fraction on was sometimes
as high as 12 per cent with about 30 per cent ash.
It should be clearly understood that differential
breakage leads not only to seggregation of the
petrographic constituents but also of the ash forming
constituents which generally tend to concentrate in
the harder durainous fractions of the coal.

The adverse effect which such coarse crushing of
coals may produce on the coke quality and the
improvement that may be expected by finer crush-
ing will again be apparent from Figs. 7 and 8 which
show the concentration of the impurities of the
coals in the coarser size and from Figs. 9 and 9 (a)
which show the quality of the cokes. While there
are shaly inclusions inducing zones of fractures and
fissures in the coke from the coarsely crushed coals,
they are totally absent in the coke from the finely
crushed coals and the coke shows a. more uniform
and finer structure.

Fig. 7.

Photomicrograph showing a layer of fusinite (white with
cellular structure) in the grey ground mass of vitrinite in
a coal coarsely crushed. The fusinite which will remain in
an unfused state during coking will give rise to a zone of
weakness causing fissuring and fracturing and this leads to
the weakening of the mechanical strength of coke. X 200,
oil immersion.
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product containing much less fines than a normal

coke OVell charge, bringing each constituent of the
incoming coal to the optinrnnt size and is distri-

buting them roughly equally ill all the size frac-
tions which is essential for the proetuctiori of a
strong a nd utritiirnr coke . The plant differs in
complexit} • to suit ditltrent types of coals and it
is often necess:ar} to enlpio - more than one circuit
and double deck screens. l1lant•s of tabs design
c:rpahle of handling 1, 11111-3,t1(I11 tons of coal a elav
are known to be ill opcrattiorr in Fr a nce. (trlnanv
and North :Africa.

Fig. 8.

Photomicrograph showing the distribution of the fusible
(grey vitrinite , etc.) and the inert constituents ( highly re-
flecting constituents like fusinite , micrinite, etc.) in a coal
finely crushed . It may be ncted that the inertinites,
instead of occurring as discrete layers, are dispersed in the
charge. This is particularly helpful from the standpoint
of producing strong coke . X 200, oil immersion.

Selective crushing

A process of coal preparation, known as the
I? 1erstlein-l.orrgway sy-,tcur', Leas recently been deve-
loped in France principally with the objective of
utilising increased proportion of deficiently coking
coals. By cortt:rolled and selective crushing, the
most fusible constituents are removed by screening
at an early stage, the harder constituents are then sub-
.leeted to more intensive grinding to reduce their
size. The petrographic composition of the charging
wart can be maintained constautt even while using
different coals by drawing off and using for other
purposes the excess of either the softer or harder
constituents.

Ill the simplest type of plant where the Same
kind of coals is used, the incoming coal (already
broken in mixing and handling) passes through a
trammel mixer and then over electrically heated
screens varying in niesli according to the type of
the coal treated (generally 2 to 3 loin.). The
undersize consisting of the fusaiu and the ['risible
hrights" directly passes through and constitutes

the blend to be coked. The oversize consisting of
the durain, shale and unbroken coal goes to a•
breaker where it, undergoes progressive reduction in
size and is then recycled to the mixer. The breaker
employed is match wilder in action compared to
the conventional banner inill or disintegrator. This
fact and screening before the breaker give a final

Ghosal A. and et al The Petrographic Preparation of
Coals for Coking" Part I and II . Coke and Gas, July and
Aug., 1955, pp. 246-251 and pp . 288-292.
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While marked improvement can he effected in the
coke quality b_c- finer ern-shiii of most Indian
coals, investigation at the ('e itra.l Fuel Research
Institute has shown`" 6 that superior quality colic
is not necessarily obtained from all coals crushed
under strictly controlled conditions-

- ^upLa, c-i. IN. silo el ai ' Jelecuve % rusning or Goal -
presented in the Coal Carbonisation Symposium held in
C.F.R.I., Jealgora , India in March , 1957 (in press).
Ghosh, S .R. and et al "Studies on the Selective Preparation
of Indian Coals for Carbonisation" presented in the Coal
Carbonisation Symposium held in C. F.R.I., Jealgora, India
in March, 1957 ( in press).
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TABLJ IN'

Properties of coke from coals crushed
different condition.

Coal sample
No.

1

Physical properties of coke
Shatter % on 1It" 79.3
Index % on 1j" 97.0
MIicum % on 40 rain 60.6
l ndex % on 10 mm 11-6
Haven
stability
factor % on 1" 2ft 4

A

under

B
High volatile weakly Low volatile good

coking coal coking coal

2 I 2

81.2 92.6 92.5
95.6 98.0 97.4
49.9 82.6 77.1
15.6 18 .3 12.0

15.8 61.5 52.0

FLOW SHEET A

(Straight or normal crushing)

Original Coal . 3"-0' size

J Crushed in Pulveriser (about
70 through d") and Screened
on A" (or mesh.)

+ (or + (or
recrushed fine in
Hammac using 1/16"
screen.

SAMPLE-(I)

FLOW SHEET B

4,

Mild Crushing (Hand)

passed through 2"

Mild Crushing

passed through li"

Mild Crushing

passed through I"

Mild Crushing

passed through l"

Mild Crushing

(Controlled Crushing)

Original Coal. 3 "-0" size

Screened on 4" (or I") mesh

Y
+ 8." (or -h }")

Crushed coarse
using a coffee
grinder to pass
through J" (or

y
SAMPLE-(2)

i ")

Table IV gives the quality of coke obtained from
two coals crushed under two distinct sets of condi-
tions. In one series of tests the coals were manually
crushed to reduce the size in stages from an initial of
50 uim. to minus 3 nmi. and in the other series it was
more drastically crushed, in a hamm er mill in one opera-
tion down to the same size limit. Tile manner of
crushing is shown in flow sheets "A" and "B".

For both the weakly- coking high volatile and
good coking low volatile coals, the cokes obtained
from the coals crushed in the han ► mer mill and
containing higher percentage of fines corresponding
to curves of irregular shape as shown in Figs. 10
and 11 were distinctly superior to the coke obtained
from the coals showing a closer size grading and
containing less of fine as obtained from crushing in
stages. This shows that both the coals needed
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finer crushing to pass through a maximum size limit
irrespective of the manner i r which it was achieved.
It is, however, admitted by all as has been already
stated earlier that the "bright," of the coals should
not be ground too line. This can be achieved by
the use of an impact type mill in conjunction with
a screen of appropriate size as discussed later in
the paper.

Requisites for good blending

Blending of coals for carbonisation aims at deliver-
ing the carbonising mixture to the plant in a
uniform state in every respect. It is not often
recognised that this means much more than mere
mixing of two or more components. Since it is
not possible to have guaranteed supply of coals from
the same sources in predetermined sequence, arrange-
ments have to be made for separate storage of
different coals for their subsequent mixing in the
desired proportion. This is essential for large plants
consuming coals of different composition drawn from
a noml cr of sources. Bunker hlending (after crush-
ing) is one of the most common means adopted
for blending of coals in nurdcrn coke plants. Suitable
appliances are to be emp1i:yed for primary crush-
ing, intermediate and finer grinding where needed.
The types of machines employed for size reduction
of different coals should be appropriate to the
crushing and grinding characteristics of the coals.
Milder crushing of the coal. avoiding formation of
excessive fines may he ensured by using suitable
crushers of the impact type. Modern blending plants
often ennrprisa effective screening units heated either
electrically or by gas. l?fficient mechanical screens
have also been developed t r treat moist coals. Of
primary importance is a suitable device for feeding
the different coals in appropriate proportions.

Last but not the least, is the need of a proper
mixing device, many types of which are in use in
different countries. The purpose of efficient blending
will he defeated if the crushed coal is allon•ed to
segregate while they are fed to the service hunker.
Tu avoid this, shuttle conveyors moving along the
cross section of the hunker should be used.

Blending of coals with coals of varying coking charac-
teristics and with material such as coke breeze, anthra-
cite pitch, oil, tar etc. is being practised in different
countries' with different objectives, of which conser-
vation of metallurgical coal and improvement and
control of coke quality are the two most important
ones.

Blending practice in India

The merchant coke plants in Tndia, have one or
the other types of unsatisfactory coal handling
arrangement. The existing steel plants in the private

Littlechild, J. E. "Coal Blending and Grinding for Carbonis-
ing Purposes "-Gas World (coking section ). 6th June 1953,
PP• 91-99.

sectors have underground slut. type or overground
blending bunkers. The different coals are initially
crushed to a size of about in the primary crushers
and than delivered to a cornruon belt before being
fed to the final crushers aiming at a fineness of
about SI) per cent through 3 nun. The proposed
coal handling system for the Bhilai Steel plant
will be more or less similar to the existing practice.
The final coat mixture will, hovvever, he crushed to
a. fineness of t)0-42 per cent through :'> nun and
after final crushing the coal blend vs ill be delivered
to a mixing machine. The I)ur•gapur steel plant
proposes to instal the Robins-Messiter system of coal
stocking and blending plant after initial crushing
of the coal to a nraxin ► unr she of 2n The final
crushing will possibly again be to a Fineness of about
SO per cent through 3 nun. The 1{our•kela steel
plant is expected to have separate arrangement for
the crushing of the different coals and possibly to
a greater degree of fineness.

It nary thus he seen that none of these systems
is ideal in respect of thorough blending. While finer
crushing is considered essential for some of the
Indian coals, it can be mathematically proved that
different coals. particularly with high ash as in India,
cannot he efficiently blended in the coarse state.
This fact and the difference in the crushing characteris-
tics of the various coals demand that hlendir+g should
follow Q al crashing and not precede it. While the
Robin-M1'Iessiter system is ideal for Wending of ores
for which it was originally developed. it is definitely
unsuitable for Indian coals even when washed.

Extensive studies carried out on Indian coals for
the past few years clearly show that an overall
improvement in the coke properties is obtained by
finer crushing of the coals. While material remain-
ing on ti mm size is particularly undesirable, it is
found to he invariably beneficial to crush the coal
to a fineness of 100 per cent tlm•ongli 3 nun. This
can better be achieved by a single crusher using a
3 mm screen and recycling the over-size through
the crusher. Alternatively, the coarsely crushed coal
after primary crushing to shout 10 rum could be
made to pass over a 3 nun screen, the minus 3 mm
she material taken straight for coking the plus 3 mm
size material could be rec•ruslred in a secondary
crusher to make the entire material pass through
3 nun she or still liner if so desir•ecl. Inc both these
operations the main objective is to crush mildly
the softer Main and give finer crushing to the
harder, (humus arut inerts.

The objective of effective petrographic separation
of the coal constituents priIlr to their reduction in
size can better be achieved in the following manner
for most handed coals.

The row coal is subjected to corrtrcrlled crushing
and then screened. followed by separate washing
(to separate the petrographic fractions) of the
large and slack coals at specific gravities appropriate
to the respective fractions. The cleans, recovered
from the washed large (which contains more of
inert than the washed small) gray be given a
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finer crushing and the cleans from the washed
smalls a coarser crushing , exact conditions being
found from tests.

The subject of scientific coal preparation on the
basis of the proportions of the individual coals has
been ably dealt with in a recent paper. Fig. 12, 13,
14 and 15 show the different methods suggested
in this paper for preparation of coals of different
crushing charaetcristies.

Considering the problems in all its aspects and

PREPARATION SEQUENCE FOR COALS
REQUIRING HIGH DEGREES OF PULVERIZATION

STORAGE AND BLENDING BINS

IMPACTOR
1

SCREENS
1

SURGE BINS
v

COAL TO BATTERIES

Fig. 12.

PREPARATION SEQUENCE FOR COALS
REQUIRING HIGH DEGREES OF PULVERIZATION

COAL A COAL B

STORAGE STORAGE

SCREEN

PULVERIZER

CSC _

BLENDING BIN BLENDING BIN

MIXER -COAL TO

BATTERIES

Fig. 13.

PREPARATION SEQUENCE FOR COALS OF
SIMILAR PULVERIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

STORAGE AND BLENDING BINS

PULVERIZER

SURGE BIN
1

COAL TO BATTERIES

Fig. 14.

PREPARATION SEQUENCE FOR COALS OF
UNLIKE PULVERIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

STORAGE BIN
i

PULVERIZER

BLENDING BINS

MIXER

COAL TO BATTERIES

Fig, 15.

taking advantage of the findings in the Central Fuel 13e-
search Institute, the following plan of coal preparation
has been adopted at the 1)urgapur Coke Ovens of the
West Bengal Government as shown in Fig. 16.
Coal received from three major sources will be
differently treated. The essentially bright high
volatile coals will be given a coarser grinding of
about 75-50 per cent through 3 nun, the medium
volatile coals will be crushed to about 90 per cent
through 3 mm, but the more durainous and less
pure Jharia coals (unwashed) will first be crushed
to about 10 nom, screened on 3 mnt, the over-
size recrushed to 100 per cent through 1-6 nun of
which at least 60 per cent shall pass through
0'6 mm and this fraction and the undersize from
the 3 mm screen will he stored in the same
bunker. The crushed coals from different sources
will be separately bunkered and fed to a common
belt through proportionating feeders and pass through
a mixer before being fed to the service bunker.
There is provision for feeding crushed (all through
1 ni) high temperature coke dust to the crushed
coal before final mixing in a double worm mixer
after adding the desired amount of water and
0.5 per cent of oil. Such blending arrangement
will make the best use of coals of different coking
characteristics. The blended coal will be delivered
to the service bunker provided with six discharge
pockets to prevent segregation of size.

Examples of blending

Blending coking coals amongst themselves : The
steelworks obtain their coal supplies from 20-30
different sources. These coals range in volatile
matter from about 22 to 30 per cent and show
even wider difference in the percentage of ash.
Thus, some sort of blending becomes imperative
for these industries even if the coking mixture
consists of hundred per cent coking coals.

Blending coking coals with non-coking and defi-
ciently coking coals : Many essentially bright foreign
coals contain an excess of agglutinating constituents
which produce large-celled porous and weak coke
and have to be blended with other coals deficient
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Fig. 16.

Diagrammatic flow sheet of the coal handling plant , Durgapur coke oven project.

in coking constituents or ev.,-n with inerts used as
diluents.

tiuch blending is also often essential to offset
the dangerous swelling pressures that are likely
to he developed by certain coals causing daniage
to oven walls.

Necessity does not normally arise for blending
non-coking coal as a precautionary measure against
high swelling pressure, because the majority of
the Indian coals so far known are free from this
adverse feature. Chiefly due to their high ash,
there are few coals of coking type which need
admixture with other poorer coking coals to control
their agglutinating properties.

Nevertheless, studies on pilot plants and confirmed
in several cases by commercial oven tests, have
shown the possibility of utilising varying proportions
of non-coking or deficiently coking coals in blends
with normal coking coals without any adverse effect
on the coke quality.

Blending with coke breeze : The material of size
below 1,2 in. or 3/ in, is unavoidably produced in all
gas and coking industries and often causes difficulty
ill disposal.

The practice of blending back with the coking
mixture, a part or the entire production of the coke
breeze (as it is commercially designated) is common
in many countries. This is dme with the objectives
of finding an easy outlet for the material and often
to improve the quality of the coke. lit fact, in France
attempts are being made to produce artificially
sufficient quantity of high or medium temperature
coke breeze for use in the coke plants since the normal

production from coking industries is not enough for
their demand.

`l.'he Indian coking coals however, chiefly because
of their higher ash (even when washed) and lack
of excessive swelling and fluid characteristics, (10
not normally need any diluent like coke breeze or
other material to improve the coke quality.
Nevertheless, investigations have slcowt•n that when
crushed sufficient ly fine to about 100 per cent
through I rum, about 3-5 per cent of coke breeze
could be added to the coking coal mixer without
any adverse effect on the coke quality.

Addition of oil to coking coal mixture : The
future coking mixtures in Indian coke plants will
consist essentially of a higher percentage of washed
but duraincncs coal. The high nlcfisture in these
washed coals and the greater degree of fineness
that will be required to obtain coke of the best
quality from these coals will considerably lower
the hulk density of the charge. Investigation
carried out at the Central Fuel Research Institute
has shown that the addition of 0.5 per cent of
oil to crushed coal in the moisture range of 10 to
11 per cent raises the bulk density of the charge
by about 8 to 10 per cent thus increasing the
carbonising capacity of the oven by an equal
amount besides producing an evening effect on the
bulk density which improves the. coke quality and
by-product yeilcl. This may be seen from Fig. 17.

Metallurgical coke from high volatile coals

Some of the geologically younger high volatile
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BLEND OF HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW VOLATILE COALS size coke in blast furnaces may be calculated as
follows :

SS

So

IS

40

35

so

10 DROP

V41 TWO UT OIL Total requirements of coke for 15 million
tons of steel.

Steel ... 15 million tons.

Coke requirements @ 0.85 t/ 12.75 million tons (nietaI-

ton steel lurgical grade).

For getting 12.75 m.t. of Coking coal requirements

coke. (straight)

0 a 4 6 s 10 IT 14 It

MOISTURE PERCEIIT

EFFECT OF MOISTURE OH BULK DEIIS17Y OF COAL

Fig. 17.

H-2" (yield 88% of coke,
12.75 =21.2 m tcoke yield at 75 %

. .
V-80-x6-75

= 21-2 -:30.3 m.t.
0.7(J

coals from the Raniganj field, for example the
Dishergarh seam, carbonised by themselves produce
friable, fissured and weak coke not acceptable for
normal blast furnace operation.

Investigations at Central Fuel Research Institute
have shown that 70 to 85 per cent of these coals
call be utilised in blends with specially selected
low volatile, lower seam coals from the Jharia
coalfield or with char or coke produced from low
temperature carbonisation of the high volatile coals
or even other non-coking coals. It thus affords
a means for utilising two coals none of which
by itself produce metallurgical coke.

Industrial significance of the work done

The work enumerated in the paper is of major
significance to national planning. In fact, some of
the findings have proved to be of great help to
some of the industries already existing or are coming
into being.

Not only does the work clone so far point to
the possibility of utilising substantial amounts of
the locally available coals in the projected iron
and steel plants (for example the Orissa and M.P.
coals) but enables, for the first time, the location
of carbonisation aid iron and steel industries as
well as chemical industries in new areas independent
of coal supplies from other sources. Based on
the findings of the Central Fuel Research Insti-
tute, the Durgapur Coke Oven Project of the West
Bengal Government has already decided to adopt
the technique of selective crushing and addition
of oil in their coke plants.

Saving in coal consumption : The net saving of
raw coal that may accrue in the Third Five Year
Plan requiring 35 million tons of washed coking
coal from blending and from the use of smaller

for getting 12.75 m.t.

of coke.

-}• 14" (yield 95% of coke)

yield at 75%

if all obtained by

washing

Total raw coking coal

(straight) at 70% reco-

very= 30.3 m.t.

Coking coal requirement

(straight)

12-75 =18.0 m.t.
0.95x0-75

18.0 m.t. coking blend.

70% Straight coking coal-

Coking blend.

12°6 nit.

25 unwashed non-coking

coal ... 4.5

5% coke breeze ... 0.9

18.0 m.t.

12.6 straight coking coal at
70% recovery. =18.0 million tons raw

coking coal.

Thus total saving in raw
coal is : 30.3-18 =12-3 million tons in

raw coking coal.

=24.6 million tons in

in situ coking coal (assu-

ming 50% of extraction).

These approximate figures show the magnitude of
saving that can be effected even by partial imple-
mentation of the recommendations of research.
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ISCUSSION

THE SIZE REQUIREMENT OF BLAST FURNACE COKE by N. N. Das Gupta and A. Lahiri

SOME ASPECTS OF PREPARATION OF COAL FOR COKING by A. Lahiri, N. N. Das Gupta and T. N. Basu

Mr. L. H. Ultoudhary . Lurgt G'esell.,•chrift fur ('hriltie

and Hutlenieesen. m.b.I! ., 1' 01 )II. II*e.(

(:erntuaay : Iteferenee has been made hy the atlthur and

also in papers 4 and 5 to the use of self-fluxing

,inter and coke rate of Mast furuares . It will trot

he out of place to cunaid(-r here the interesting,

results obtained 1N • the use of almost . 11111"(l self-

tiuxinfg, sinter l)urdell ami varioau plants. 'T'hese

resiilts are shown iii F. I, '!. and :3. Vigitres

1 auul 2 sh o w that in all the four eases a
eonsiderahle 4 Ieereas(- iii cot e rate with simultaneous

increase ill productiotl was achieved with the use

of almost 11)(10, self-fluxing, sinter burden. These

results are summed ill) in 3 in terms of per

et-tit which can Iw give11 as 25 _41111, saving in

coke rate with 4.5- 60"' production iuerease.
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Influence of increasing s nter in burden on
coke rate for four different blast furnaces.
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Influence of increasing sinter in burden on pig
iron production for three different blast furnaces.

Considering these results more and more sinter
plants should he slsitchingT over to self- Huxing
sinter Hitt higher c•atpucities to enallle the Mast
fill-naves to work on 11)tl°, sinter lnutlen. Ness
plants to he set up fur worl:iiuz on this st•stenl
should be plaulned aceordi ig to the flint-sheet shown
in L'ig. -1, which of course is show iii a terv
simplified 'wa' v.

The ores ettteriiig the plant by ship or wagons
are stored ill open y'&1'tl or bins and then enter
the ore crushing and screeliiug system in which
the pussihilit- v of ore llecltlingT ('unit[ also he provi-
ded. .llitgnetite ore should lie crushed completely
whereas heniat ite ores of good strt ugth and iii
particle sire of I0-41I mm could he sent direct to
the blast furnace. The nec•essat v coke and lime have
to be crushed below h mum. The vurions raw
materials thus stored ill the Rios ^>,ill 11' discharged
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Influence of increasing sinter in burden on pig iron produc-
tion and coke rate (in °o) for three different blast furnaces.

by accurate and reliable feeder scale in the propor-
tion to give the desired burden composition. The
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r IIK

materials after having been mixed in the most
appropriate way found out previously by actual
tests will be charged on to the sinter machine
which has already received a layer of "hearth layer."
Whereas slitter machines of 6-5' width were used
previously 13' wide sinter machines with over 2,200
sq. ft. suction area are already carder construction.
The produced sinter after having been cooled by
air orr a cooler is transferred further by belt
conveyors to the furnace high lines or preferably
to its top, thus assuring proper handling of the
product.
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